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The current mobilization policy directs deploying reserve component units to serve at least 365 days on active duty. This policy requires much of the training the mobilized unit previously completed at the mobilization station and after they were mobilized now must be completed prior to their mobilization date to allow maximum use of the mobilized unit’s deployment. This paper examines what steps were taken to facilitate this new method of training and how the army can improve these processes to maximize boots on the ground time for each deployment. It will research the advantages of pre-mobilization training conducted at home station. Finally, this paper will examine the responsibility given to each component for pre-mobilization training and recommend how each component can become more efficient in the 21st century.
MAXIMIZING PRE-MOBILIZATION TRAINING AT HOME STATION

On 19 January 2007 Secretary of Defense Robert Gates directed reserve component (RC) units would serve a maximum of 12 months on active duty for each deployment. The policy prior to this required each deployed unit to mobilize, train, and then depart for their given theater to serve 365 days “Boots On the Ground” (BOG) in addition to time spent at the mobilization station. With each deployment now limited to a total of 365 days, each post mobilization training day now counts against the 365 total days, leaving fewer days for the unit to serve in its mission during the deployment. This new policy requires that much of the training the mobilized unit previously completed at the mobilization station (MS) after they were mobilized, must now be completed prior to their mobilization.

This SRP examines efforts to enable units preparing for upcoming mobilizations to put BOG as quickly as possible under this new requirement. Tasks mobilized units are currently completing at home station (HS) prior to mobilization are examined in this review as well as suggestions on which additional tasks could be completed at HS to further reduce the post-mobilization requirements. This SRP offers recommendations on how the Army can improve its processes to maximize the BOG portion of each deployment while ensuring that the combatant commander receives RC units fully capable of accomplishing all assigned tasks. Finally, this SRP examines each component’s responsibility for pre-mobilization training. To begin, we must first understand the current mobilization process.

There are five phases of mobilization. Phases I and II take place at HS in the pre-mobilization training, then Phases III, IV, and V take place after mobilization. This new
policy seeks to reduce the burden of mobilization on RC Soldiers and their Families. By reducing the total length of time for each mobilization, it has accomplished this. But the new policy has created hardships for units training to deploy and for the receiving combatant commanders. This SRP examines current mobilization processes and suggest ways of improving these processes. Each level of command from Department of the Army (DA) on down must be willing to carefully examine their current processes and embrace changes that will allow units to streamline the mobilization process. Additionally these organizations must update current policies and in some cases seek regulatory changes to facilitate future mobilizations. The Army must strive to identify units required to mobilize up to two years prior to mobilization. Finally, this SRP examines how we can observe the new Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) policy while providing a trained unit to the combatant commander.

Background

Current FORSCOM Regulations. Prior to 19 January 2007, Forces Command (FORSCOM) had the “luxury” of mobilizing reserve component units long before their Latest Arrival Date (LAD). If a unit required 180 days of pre-mobilization training, the unit's total mobilization time would be 18 months-six months of training time in addition to the 12 months of overseas deployment. In an effort to reduce the hardship on RC Soldiers, their employers, and their Families, the Department of the Army (DA) changed the mobilization policy to 12 months total deployment time per mobilization to meet the SECDEF’s directive.

Today the post-mobilization training time is considered part of the 12-month long mobilization. This change has provided a strong incentive to find ways of shortening the
post mobilization training time required. Regardless of methods used to shorten pre-
mobilization training time, we must ensure that all mobilized Soldiers are fully trained in
every task required of them and their unit in theater.

Current FORSCOM Regulations. One of the current problems with mobilization
residing in FORSCOM is failure to update or supersede applicable regulations. Current
regulations reflect the requirements designed for the Cold War. The primary regulation
for RC mobilization is FR 500-3-3, which is Volume III of the FORSCOM Mobilization
and Deployment Planning System (FORMDEPS). This regulation addresses the
required tasks in each of the five phases of mobilization. FORSCOM Regulation 500-3-
3 usefully serves as a checklist for the deploying commander. However, all deploying
units and individual Soldiers must now complete several theater specific tasks not
currently outlined in the FR 500-3-3. Tasks such as searching for improvised explosive
devices were unheard of when FR 500-3-3 was written. To improve the current
mobilization process we must first understand how FR 500-3-3 outlines the mobilization
tasks.

These tasks are carried out in five phases: Phase I-Planning, Phase II-Alert,
Phase III-Home Station, Phase IV-Mobilization Station, and Phase V-Port of
Embarkation. FR 500-3-3 outlines the tasks that the unit must complete during each
phase. DA must work closely with NGB and USAR to move as many of the tasks as
possible from Phases III, IV, and V into earlier phases of mobilization.

The unit seeks to accomplish Phase I tasks prior to being alerted. Phase I tasks
are generally incorporated into the day to day activities of the unit. Upon mobilization, a
unit must immediately ensure they complete all Phase I tasks before starting the Phase
II tasks. FORSCOM Regulations direct that units will complete all previously required mobilization tasks before moving on to the next mobilization phase. Presently, mobilized units begin Phase II tasks immediately upon alert and complete Phase III tasks at the home station. The earlier units are alerted, the more time they have to complete Phase II and Phase III tasks. Because FORMDEPS is now nearly 10 years old, the unit must work closely with 1st Army to ensure the tasks they are completing are the tasks that are currently required for mobilization. Phase IV and Phase V tasks are now generally completed at the mobilization station or at the port of embarkation prior to deployment into theater. These Phase IV and Phase V tasks must be reviewed to identify as many of these tasks as possible that the mobilized unit can complete prior to mobilization. These tasks are generally specified on the theater mobilization requirements list that frequently changes and varies greatly from unit to unit. Today the lists of tasks a unit must accomplish before mobilizing are quite different and more extensive than those listed in FORMDEPS. The effort to coordinate when and where the unit will complete each task requires detailed communication among all entities from the unit through channels to the combatant commander.

FORSCOM Regulation 500-3-3 may still be called the Unit Commander’s Handbook, but it no longer provides a reliable list of tasks to be completed to prepare for mobilization. Instead, the commander receives requirements from various sources and encounters changes throughout the mobilization process. Today the best guidance available to the commander is the 1st Army Commander’s Training Tool, which lists tasks the units must train on pre- and post-mobilization; it is generally regarded as the mobilization authority, since FR 500-3-3 has last been updated.
**Pre-Mobilization Responsibilities.** Combatant commanders and other active component (AC) commanders have no command authority over National Guard forces not serving on active duty. These forces are commanded by the governors of their respective states until their mobilization date. It is important to note, however that National Guard forces aligned with a combatant commander can receive their Training and Readiness Oversight (TRO) from that combatant commander. However, the TRO to the combatant commander does not divest the governors of their command authority until that particular unit is mobilized.

DA funds and validates pre-mobilization training requirements. Currently, mobilized Soldiers receive full medical and dental coverage up to 90 days prior to mobilization. However, this is not adequate time for the unit to identify and “fix” all non-deployable Soldiers. DA should change regulations to extend the start of medical and dental health care to 365 days prior to a unit’s deployment so Soldiers have sufficient opportunity to become medically ready before mobilization. This will allow units to identify Soldiers that will not be deployable early in the pre-mobilization process, then the units can train the Soldiers they will deploy with. The more training that is moved to the pre-mobilization phases, the more imperative it is that the Soldiers trained are those able to deploy. This requirement will require statutory as well as regulatory changes.

FORSCOM specifies the required training tasks for alerted units so the units have a checklist prior to their deployment. FORSCOM develops the mobilization regulations for the entire reserve component. FORSCOM then communicates these requirements through 1st Army to ensure that the units are aware of the requirements and that the units complete all required tasks to standard prior to deployment.
1st Army provides training support to alerted units and provides post-mobilization training validations for the units at the mobilization station. Then it assigns a mobilization assistor to each deploying unit upon alert. 1st Army provides the trainers and resources for units at mobilization stations. Finally, 1st Army works closely with combatant commanders to ensure LADs are met and that the deploying unit has transportation into theater.

National Guard Bureau (NGB) serves as the “middleman” between DA and the states’ National Guard. It provides training policy guidance but exercises no command authority over the states’ National Guard. NGB ensures that training dollars for alerted units are properly allocated to meet the states’ mobilization training needs. The Director of the Army National Guard validates the training that the states’ Adjutants General certify.

The Adjutants General in each state certify all training completed in the pre-mobilization phase. The alerted units are responsible for meeting individual and collective training requirements in accord with the NGB Five-Year Army Force Generation (ARFORGEN) Training Strategy.

The unit commander completes a training status report that tracks completed tasks following each training event. This training status report records the number of Soldiers that completed the training by individual task. The training status report provides the unit commander with a single document that identifies the unit’s training progress. After completing pre-mobilization training, the unit forwards this documentation to the 1st Army mobilization assistor and the Adjutant General when they complete pre-mobilization training and to their higher headquarters upon arrival at
Finally, the unit is responsible for requisitioning ammunition and other training requirements for pre-mobilization training.\textsuperscript{20}

\textit{Pre-Mobilization Training at Home Station.} The more tasks units complete at home station during the pre-mobilization phase, the less training they will require after mobilization. This provides the combatant commander greater availability of the mobilized unit because a smaller portion of their deployment has been spent on post-mobilization.

In order to assist National Guard units with their home station training, NGB established Post-Mobilization Training and Assistance Elements (PTAEs) in each state and territory. These PTAEs contribute greatly to alerted units’ pre-mobilization training. The PTAE headquarters consists of three individuals—a lieutenant colonel, a major and a master sergeant or sergeant major.\textsuperscript{21} In addition to the headquarters, the PTAE consists of training assistors who help alerted units to prepare for upcoming deployments with training support. Ideally these assistors are selected traditional Guardsmen recently returned from deployment and released from active duty. They are placed on Title 32 Active Duty Special Work (ADSW) status.\textsuperscript{22} The NGB currently plans to authorize one training assistor for every 60 Soldiers deployed.\textsuperscript{23}

The Observer Controller/Trainer Academy at Camp Shelby, MS, certifies these assistors prior to sending them out to train units. The Army National Guard is also planning to develop a National Guard Assistor Academy \textsuperscript{24} which would provide the National Guard unit assistors that are currently provided by 1\textsuperscript{st} Army in addition to those provided by PTAEs. National Guard assistors can provide better service and then 1\textsuperscript{st} Army assistors because they live much closer to the units’ home stations.\textsuperscript{25}
Every state and territory operates in a slightly different manner, but most states use their training assistors to train alerted units on warrior tasks and battle drills.²⁶ For instance, the North Dakota National Guard uses its PTAE to conduct all of the Combat Lifesaver Training, Combative Training, and “Train the Trainer” activities required for all units within the state.²⁷ ²⁸ All pre-mobilization training must be carefully monitored and documented to ensure all training standards are met. PTAEs recognize this and have developed plans and procured equipment to ensure they are capable of meeting these challenges. So PTAEs give the states the ability to accomplish many tasks at HS that were previously conducted at MS.

**NGB Current Goals.** To comply with SECDEF guidance, NGB must plan pre-mobilization training to maximize BOG. To accomplish this, NGB needs cooperation from DA and FORSCOM on several points. First, NGB must begin pre-mobilization training, to include new equipment training, 730 days prior to the actual mobilization. This requires FORSCOM to identify the unit to be mobilized two years prior to the actual mobilization date.²⁹

Secondly, the unit should be alerted a minimum of 365 days prior to the mobilization. This alert provides many benefits to NGB, to the state and to the unit.³⁰ The alerted unit can then enact the “stop loss” policy, which stabilizes the unit’s personnel and authorizes funding for certain services, such as dental exams, to improve the unit’s overall readiness.³¹ Current regulations allow the unit to enact “stop loss” only 90 days prior to mobilization. This creates difficulties for the commander who is trying to validate those who will mobilize.³² The unit needs this full year to ensure they conduct the pre-mobilization training with Soldiers that will deploy. Without one year “stop loss”,
pre-mobilization training saves very little post-mobilization training time because training must be repeated for new Soldiers.

Finally, there must be extensive communication between, 1st Army, NGB, the state, and the unit to ensure there is careful coordination between pre-mobilization and post-mobilization training plans. These organizations must make a coordinated effort to ensure tasks that can be completed in the pre-mobilization phase are completed at home station; also, they must plan to quickly accomplish all post-mobilization tasks at the mobilization station. The SECDEF recently approved a test program to improve unit stabilization for one National Guard brigade and two small United States Army Reserve (USAR) units. This effort to redefine the rules for RC mobilizations may be a step in the right direction.

NGB’s goal for post-mobilization training time depends on the size of the unit mobilized. Effective October 1, 2008 NGB objectives are to reduce training times to 60 days for brigade combat teams, 45 days for battalion size units, and 30 days for company size units. In addition to these goals, NGB also wants each unit to achieve at least 90% Duty Military Occupational Specialty Qualification (DMOSQ) by the time that unit is mobilized.

_NGB’s Current Training Strategy._ The Army National Guard developed a training strategy that will support the Global War on Terrorism, provide for homeland defense, and supply the combatant commander mission capable Soldiers and units. This strategy intends primarily to minimize post-mobilization training requirements and maximize the length of the actual deployment. This NGB progress is a giant step forward, but has yet not provided maximum efficiency to the mobilization process.
This training strategy is conducted in a five-year model that supports ARFORGEN requirements. A returning unit spends the first two years in the model reconstituting (year one) and training (year two). These two years should ideally be three to four years in advance of the next mobilization for the unit. The next two years of the training model are spent training on tasks for the deployment. In the ARFORGEN model, the unit is notified that they have been selected to deploy as they start year three of the cycle, then they are formally alerted at the start of year four of the cycle. During the fifth year of the model, the unit is deployed.\textsuperscript{38}

Specifically, during the first year of this model, the unit focuses on training individuals and squads to accomplish sub-unit proficiency, along with reconstituting personnel and equipment. The unit should come into the second year of the cycle proficient at the squad level. The unit continues to build on this proficiency by focusing on platoon maneuver during the second year of the cycle. Then they can begin the third year of the cycle already proficient at platoon level tasks.\textsuperscript{39} The unit should receive their notification of sourcing for their upcoming deployment at the beginning of this year. This notification authorizes the unit seven additional drill periods and seven extra days of annual training to prepare for the upcoming deployment. The unit uses these extra training periods to validate performance on many tasks that were formerly done post mobilization. The Adjutant General assesses the unit at the end of this year to determine what additional resources are required to ensure the unit will be ready for mobilization. If the Adjutant General determines that resourcing alone will not prepare the unit for mobilization, another unit may be selected for the mobilization.\textsuperscript{40} If this is the case, the Adjutant General must immediately communicate this information to NGB,
FORSCOM, and 1st Army so another unit can be alerted, or so additional resources can be sent to the replacement unit to ensure they are deployable prior to the original unit’s LAD.

The unit begins the fourth year of the cycle at company level proficiency. They should be officially alerted for mobilization at the start of this fourth year. The focus of this training year should be on battalion level maneuver. The unit is authorized seven drill periods, seven extra days of annual training and 19 additional training days (i.e. ADSW) above the normal yearly authorization.\textsuperscript{41} These additional days of training also ensure the unit has an opportunity to re-train on any tasks that they feel uncomfortable with from the previous years’ training plan. The unit finalizes post-mobilization training plans and synchronizes these plans with 1st Army/FORSCOM about four months prior to mobilization.\textsuperscript{42} Fully implemented, the ARFORGEN model will provide alerted units the pre-mobilization training time required to shorten their post-mobilization training.

The unit should expect to mobilize in the fifth year of the cycle. This year consists of post-mobilization time, the deployment itself, and finally the demobilization process. With a Brigade Combat Team (BCT), the year may break down as follows: 60 days for post-mobilization training, 21 days of travel and relief in place/transfer of authority (RIP/TOA)\textsuperscript{43}, 263 days of duty on the ground, 14 days of RIP/TOA for the replacement unit and seven days for travel and demobilization.\textsuperscript{44} Not all units will mobilize this fifth year if they are not needed for a mission by the combatant commander, but they will retain a high state of readiness if not deployed.\textsuperscript{45}

NGB, in cooperation, with the USAR and 1st Army has identified categories of mobilization training requirements for different types of units. They quickly realized that
not all units require the same pre-mobilization and post-mobilization training. Accordingly, they have divided units into four categories based on the units’ mission in theater.

The first category of units is those whose mission is at the base camp. These units will spend their entire deployment on a base camp, and do not leave the confines of the base camp. A finance unit would be a good example. These units are probably the easiest or quickest units to train because many of the tasks required for other units are not required for these units. Base camp units should accomplish their post-mobilization training time in 30 days or less. These units will also train using the ARFORGEN model, but they will have quite different tasks because their collective proficiency does not require most of the combat skills that a BCT requires.

The second type of unit spends most of their time on a base camp, but the nature of their mission requires them to travel off the base camp occasionally. A medium truck company would be a good example. These units should be able to accomplish their post-mobilization in 45 days or less.

The third classification of units is those who conduct their mission off of the base camp. Units conducting security duty would be good examples of this type of unit. These units should be able to conduct their post-mobilization training in 60 days or less. These units generally train on all tasks assigned to the first two categories; additionally they will train on specific combat related tasks.

Maneuver units like BCTs and other combat arms units make up the last category. These units actually own an area of operations. They have the most training
requirements and require up to 75 days of post-mobilization training under the latest models.\textsuperscript{49}

All of these units should synchronize their pre-mobilization training plans with 1\textsuperscript{st} Army and the combatant commander and then ensure they have met all of post-mobilization training requirements for their units. The initial goal remains: reduce the post-mobilization time to provide the best possible product for the combatant commander. Secondly, the model must synchronize the pre-mobilization and post-mobilization training efforts to ensure that all training requirements are met without duplicating any of the training.\textsuperscript{50} The strategy calls for training individuals first and then building up collectively at the squad, platoon, company, and finally battalion levels. Each year the collective training should build on the previous year’s training to produce a fully trained unit before LAD.

\textit{Benefits to the Combatant Commander.} Each time a unit is replaced by another unit in theater, the new unit spends a portion of their deployment learning their tasks and procedures, area of operations, their enemy, their adjacent units, and the local citizenry. Units continue to improve on this knowledge throughout their deployment. The longer they stay in one area and on one mission, the better they get.\textsuperscript{51}

Particularly in Arab countries, trust is built on relationships. It takes time to foster these relationships. This may be true in any part of the world, but it cannot be overstated for Arab cultures. The local Iraqis or Afghans will trust Soldiers to a greater degree if they are able to develop a relationship with these Soldiers.

It stands to reason then that fewer rotations and longer BOG will improve the units’ ability to do their jobs and improve their relationship with the local citizenry. The
more training we can provide in the pre-mobilization phase, the longer the deployed units will be able to support the combatant commander. This will also bring the rotations for RC units more closely in line with those of their active duty counterparts.

**Cost Savings.** The longer a mobilized unit is in theater, the more cost-effective the deployment becomes. A unit requiring four months to complete all post-mobilization training will probably provide only seven months of service on a 12 month deployment because of transportation time and time required to perform RIP/TOA. A unit that can complete their post-mobilization training in one month can provide 10 months of service in theater on a 12 month deployment. This added service time not only results in vast cost savings, but reduces the number of units needed over an extended conflict. Much of these savings are gained from reducing transportation costs for moving fewer units in and out of the theater. This example also provides almost 50% more BOG time, which reduces the number of units needed in the Army inventory to provide the “dwell” time as directed in the ARFORGEN model. The Army gains additional savings when it reduces the transportation requirements by sending fewer units.

Additionally, the Army spends a great deal of money purchasing rapid fielding initiative (RFI) equipment for a deploying unit. Again, when fewer units are sent, the cost to the Army significantly decreases. Finally there are many more fixed costs that a unit incurs each time it deploys. These costs are generally fixed, regardless of the length of the deployment.

**Obstacles to Overcome.** Some critics will contend that the post-mobilization process cannot be shortened. Clearly it will not be easy to increase the BOG for deploying units.
First, training resources must be made available within a reasonable distance from any unit alerted for mobilization. Not all states may need to have a training areas to accomplish any pre-mobilization training task, but adequate training area must be available within one day’s driving distance of all units in order to preserve training days for the deploying unit. Currently not all mobilization stations have all the required training facilities, so this is no small issue. Resourcing each state for adequate training areas will be expensive, but will provide improved access to training for all units, not just for the National Guard. These training areas should have modern ranges and areas to conduct live fire exercises and lanes training.

Second, all components must work to build a greater level of cooperation. While the current cooperation between components is probably unprecedented, roles and relationships must be completely redefined to achieve maximum efficiency. In the past there have been occasions when evaluators did not accept all training the mobilized units had completed unless they had physically observed that training. All entities must be able to validate required tasks that are performed to eliminate any repetitious training. Again, 1st Army and their mobilization stations have made great strides in this area. Continued coordination between NGB, USAR, and 1st Army will streamline the mobilization process even further. Observer/controllers or evaluator assets should be shared freely among active duty installations, the National Guard, and the Army Reserve. The ensuing ability to surge assets will create greater efficiencies and provide better training to mobilized units.

Third, planning and forecasting at all levels must improve. The Army must forecast out 730 days which units will mobilize for any conflict. It is better to alert a unit
and then decide not to deploy the unit than it is to tell a unit to deploy inside of that 730-day window. This 730-day window is the key to providing the unit the resources of time and money that it needs to prepare at home station. If FORSCOM alerts a unit for deployment but does not deploy the unit, they have spent some training dollars on a unit that is not deploying immediately. But in return, they have gained a highly trained unit. This unit is immediately ready to deploy to any contingency.

Fourth, funding regulations currently make it hard to get the resources to a deploying unit early enough. A unit deploying in 2010 should begin receiving additional training dollars and equipment in 2008. The unit has increased costs over three different fiscal years for the additional training time required and for fully equipping for the deployment.

Recommendations

First, FORSCOM, in cooperation with NGB and the USAR, must re-write FR 500-3-3 to accurately reflect the current combatant commanders’ requirements. The reserve component commander should be able to refer to a single reliable document to identify all of his mobilization requirements, rather than the current ad hoc approach.

Second, all components should review all of their policies and procedures to identify how they can create efficiencies to better forecast the units that will deploy. Further, they must adequately fund those units early enough in the ARFORGEN cycle to allow the units to train on all required mobilization tasks. This will require not just policy changes but changes in funding regulations.

Third, all components should have full authorization to validate any training the mobilized unit completes in pre-mobilization or post-mobilization training. All RC
component training should focus on the deployment criteria, rather than the units’ Mission Essential Task List (METL), for the 36 months preceding their deployment.  

Fourth, the Army must reduce the post mobilization time for RC BCTs to 60 days or less. Many of the current requirements can be reduced or eliminated because these units have already deployed and are better trained than they were for their first deployment. All agencies and components must work together to move a significant number of tasks currently specified in Phases III, IV and V to Phases I and II for all RC units, not just the BCTs. Again, this requires early forecasting and resourcing for units projected for deployments.

Fifth, the Army must request legislative changes to enable the reserve components to provide comprehensive medical and dental coverage a full 12 months prior to deployment. This coverage will enable RC Soldiers to become medically and dentally qualified for deployment. It will not only provide increased readiness for the unit but will also identify those Soldiers unfit for mobilization early in the process. Early identification of non-deployable Soldiers allows the unit to find replacements that still have time to complete their mobilization training.

Sixth, Department of Defense (DoD) must fund adequate regional training centers for RC units capable of facilitating all mobilization tasks, such as live fire ranges. There must be enough training centers so that all units can utilize these centers on a normal drill weekend without spending the majority of the weekend travelling to and from the centers. These centers will not merely improve training for mobilized units, but for all units in the geographical area.
Seventh, the Army, USAR, and NGB must improve cooperation for providing observer/controllers for mobilized units. Observer/controllers from one component must be available to provide support to other components, states and commands. This open sharing of assets will improve efficiency by eliminating redundancy. Again, regulatory changes for moving funds from one component to another for this support will facilitate this change.

Conclusion

It is almost universally accepted that reducing reserve units’ post-mobilization time is imperative, but institutional changes are needed to make this happen. Units must change the way they train by focusing exclusively on their deployment requirements 36 months prior to their projected deployment date. States must improve their pre-mobilization training and readiness oversight. NGB must communicate with the states to ensure availability of adequate and timely resources and clearly communicate their needs to DA. DA must solidify the ARFORGEN model and provide better predictability for units to ensure the right units are conducting pre-mobilization training at the right time.

While everyone agrees that reducing post-mobilization time is a good thing and would say that they are willing to implement the suggested changes, it is quite another thing to actually restructure budgets, change validation processes, and give up some control over the way the Army currently conducts post-mobilization training. All entities must agree that units can train on all required tasks in the pre-mobilization phase and then identify which of those tasks cannot be accomplished on a case-by-case basis. Then they must put all options on the table and give the unit commander the ability to
develop his training plan from start to finish. These changes will require cultural changes, such as allowing the unit commander to forgo some required training that he feels his unit is already trained on, to go above and beyond the steps taken so far. We should strive to reduce post mobilization training time even further by moving even more training into the pre-mobilization phase.

Reducing post-mobilization training time will not be easy. Some mobilization stations are not currently resourced to provide adequate training areas and ranges for all required tasks. We must resource every state with funds for additional training to accomplish these tasks and resource all regional training facilities with required training sites. Again, these training areas will serve not only to the alerted units, but all other units in that area.

Contingencies will arise that require units unavailable according to the ARFORGEN model so plans and policies must be in place to ensure a unit called up on a short notice can still maximize their BOG.

It is important to note that most units called up now have previous mobilization experience. Leaders at all levels should consider this fact and determine which pre-mobilization and post-mobilization tasks they can abbreviate or eliminate from the task lists for these previously deployed units.

The cost savings of reducing post-mobilization time outweigh any costs incurred during the pre-mobilization training. The most compelling reason to reduce the post mobilization training time is the benefit to the Combatant Commander who can acquire units that are in theater longer per deployment; this improves the stability of his forces. Also, there are significant cost savings for activating fewer reserve units to execute a
war over the same extended period. Not only will these longer rotations save money, they will increase overall performance of the units that do deploy. Reduced post-mobilization time reduces stress on Soldiers and their Families. Reduction of post-mobilization training time from three months for a Brigade Combat Team (BCT) to two months, which is more ambitious than NGB’s current goal, would reduce the number of BCTs required by 12 percent over an extended operation. This is a much more practical alternative than increasing our BCTs by 12 percent. A unit that conducts 90 days of post-mobilization actually serves only 230 BOG because of the post-mobilization training time, travel to theater, RIP/TOA at the beginning of the deployment, RIP TOA at the end of the deployment, travel from theater, and demobilization time into account. The same unit will be able to serve 260 days BOG with post mobilization training cut down to 60 days. A conflict mission that lasts five years requires eight BCTs if the BCTs each require 90 days of post-mobilization training. The same mission will require only seven BCTs if the post-mobilization time can be cut to 60 days for each BCT. At a time where budgets appear to be tightening and future growth of our Army appears unlikely, reducing post-mobilization time may not be just the best option, it may be the only option.
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43 Relief in place/Transfer of authority is the process incoming and outgoing units use to replace each other. The incoming unit comes in to “Relief” the unit that is completing their deployment. The outgoing unit does their best to ensure they pass all relevant information to the incoming unit so the new unit can be successful. Transfer of Authority takes place when the
incoming unit is satisfied that they are ready to assume responsibility for the mission, thereby releasing the outgoing unit of their responsibility for the mission.


45 Army Training and Leader Development Strategy Draft is out for review, but not yet published. This guidance adds detail to what the CSA expects throughout the ARFORGEN model.
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52 Dwell time is defined as the time a unit can stay at their home station between deployments. If the unit deploys and then is home for four years before it deploys again, the unit has four years of dwell time.

53 Rapid Fielding Initiative equipment is equipment issued to a deploying unit that they may not otherwise be issued. Typical items may include sunglasses, dust goggles, and special uniforms.

54 The army will never be able to forecast exact troop requirements two years into the future due to changing tactical situations. It should be able to fairly accurately forecast requirements for stable operations like Bosnia, Kosovo and with increasing accuracy for Iraq and Afghanistan.
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